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Smart Trash featured at TheMacBundles
Published on 07/03/09
Hyperbolic Software is proud to see Smart Trash featured at TheMacBundles - the much
needed new model for marketing software that's being promoted by Kagi. Smart Trash
enhances the functions of the Mac OS X trash by adding several menu options including:
selective file deletion, extensive logging, the ability to empty the trash on specific
volumes, and more! The bundle offered at TheMacBundles website is unusual both for the
consistent high quality of all the software.
Burolo, Italy - Hyperbolic Software is proud to see Smart Trash featured at TheMacBundles
- the much needed new model for marketing software that's being promoted by Kagi. Founded
by independent software developer Stephen Becker of MacEase, TheMacBundles represents
something new in the history of Mac software. Intended as a "Farmer's Market" for
software, TheMacBundles connects developers of high quality software directly with
consumers in a way that's fair to developers while also providing consumers with a great
bargain.
Unlike most bundles, TheMacBundles is put together by a developer for developers, and
virtually all of the proceeds goes to the participating developers rather than to some
third party marketer. And unlike most bundles, there are no "filler" programs. Just great
software offered at a great price.
Giuseppe Giunto, developer of Smart Trash said, "I believe we have produced a compelling
bundle containing some of the best offerings of the Mac software community".
The bundle offered at TheMacBundles website is unusual both for the consistent high
quality of all the software that's contained in the bundle and for the low price the
bundle is selling for. Kagi, the highly respected pioneer of e-commerce services, is
promoting the bundle.
Smart Trash enhances the functions of the Mac OS X trash by adding several menu options
including: selective file deletion, extensive logging, the ability to empty the trash on
specific volumes, and more!
TheMacBundles:
http://www.themacbundles.com/
Smart Trash:
http://www.hyperbolicsoftware.com/SmartTrash.html
Direct Download Link:
http://www.hyperbolicsoftware.com/programs/SmartTrash113.zip
Purchase Link:
https://store.kagi.com/cgi-bin/store.cgi?storeID=BNDLS_LIVE

Hyperbolic Software has been creating award-winning software exclusively for the Macintosh
since 1996. In addition to Smart Trash the company publishes Tidy Up! MacGizmo, Smart
Trash, iTunes Dupe Barrier, Maigret and Doublet Scan (the Mac Classic only predecessor to
Tidy Up!). Products may be purchased online.
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